There is the Flash-D demagnetization method as conventional demagnetization method for a naval ship without a degaussing system. It is the method for reducing magnetic fields from the ship as obtained the reverse permanent vertical magnetization (PVM) that counteracts the induced vertical magnetization (IVM) in the target ship due to the earth's magnetic field. However, it is a little difficult to use in a real ship because it involves three-stage protocol and the procedure is also very complex. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the Flash-KD demagnetization method configured with two-stage demagnetization protocol for enhancing the difficulty in a practice of the conventional Flash-D demagnetization method. In the first stage of Flash-KD method, we obtain a very strong PVM. In the second stage, we gain the wanted PVM for compensating the IVM with minimization of a permanent longitudinal magnetization as adjusting the value of a horizontal start field and the total applied field number of the second stage. The proposed method has been applied to a scaled model ship to verify the performance. As a result of that, we could determine successfully the protocol which can remove VM. 

